MOLECULAR GENERATOR OF ANDRUS (MGA)
Subject: New “accumulator” for mobile phones without having to be recharged – new
business.
Hello, dear sirs!
New “accumulator” – this is molecular generator of Andrus (MGA) for mobile
phones, tablets, flashlights etc (Fig. 1).
Operating principle of molecular generator of Andrus

The electric generator itself consists of two plates of thermal graphite with excited
filler. The excited filler – this is a scientific innovation. It is this filler that interacts with
magnetic field of the Earth, it is absolutely inert, meaning it is not connected to the
chemical reactions, thus it is able to work for years.
Nano-oscillations of magnetic field of the Earth, as in any generator, create locally
multidirectional streams of electrons in excited filler that are getting deleted from it by
diode surfaces. In the copper plate directed constant electric current of specified voltage is
being formed.
The new business is getting built on high technologies of molecular level. To control
such manufacture, the most powerful microscope TITAN THEMIS Z ($8 500 000) is
needed and other equipment that corresponded to it.
For manufacture of MGA as a product for the world market, 1,5 – 2 years will be
needed.
About half of time will be spent on equipment supplies, building special quarters for
it, installation, adjustment, personnel training etc.
Resources for new business are planned to be gathered through P2P (or B2B) credits
with surety of BSA Ltd and the credit insurance of money from the side of borrower (not
creditor).
After receiving marketable MGA, all the creditors after partial repayment of the loan
will receive offer to buy a part in the new business for the amount of money that will be
left in the hands of borrower.

After that, there are 2 variants of development:
1. Manufacturing MGA products, for example, on factories of “Samsung” or others.
2. Selling technologies, for example, to same company “Samsung”, and division of
earned money between new partners.
Your offers and ideas for the future co-operation in business send via e-mail:
valeriy.andrus@gmail.com and after agreement on conditions, the credit agreement will be
concluded.
Sincerely, V. Andrus, the scientific director of BSA Ltd (ownership share is 50%).
P.S. The maximum loan amount is $ 70,000,000.
I agree to loans of a smaller size for summation.

Electron microscope TITAN THEMIS Z ($8 500 000)

